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Neural Code of Motor Planning and Execution during Goal-Directed Movements in Crows
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The planning and execution of head-beak movements are vital components of bird behavior. They require integration of sensory input and internal processes with goal-directed motor output. Despite its relevance, the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying action planning and execution outside of the song system are largely unknown. We recorded single-neuron activity from the associative endbrain area nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) of two male carrion crows (Corvus corone) trained to plan and execute head-beak movements in a spatial delayed response task. The crows were instructed to plan an impending movement toward one of eight possible targets on the left or right side of a touchscreen. In a fraction of trials, the crows were prompted to plan a movement toward a self-chosen target. NCL neurons signaled the impending motion direction in instructed trials. Tuned neuronal activity during motor planning categorically represented the target side, but also specific target locations. As a marker of intentional movement preparation, neuronal activity reliably predicted both target side and specific target location when the crows were free to select a target. In addition, NCL neurons were tuned to specific target locations during movement execution. A subset of neurons was tuned during both planning and execution period; these neurons experienced a sharpening of spatial tuning with the transition from planning to execution. These results show that the avian NCL not only represents high-level sensory and cognitive task components, but also transforms behaviorally-relevant information into dynamic action plans and motor execution during the volitional perception-action cycle of birds.
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Significance Statement
Corvid songbirds have become exciting new models for understanding complex cognitive behavior. As a key neural underpinning, the endbrain area nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) represents sensory and memory-related task components. How such representations are converted into goal-directed motor output remained unknown. In crows, we report that NCL neurons are involved in the planning and execution of goal-directed movements. NCL neurons prospectively signaled motion directions in instructed trials, but also when the crows were free to choose a target. NCL neurons showed a target-specific sharpening of tuning with the transition from the planning to the execution period. Thus, the avian NCL not only represents high-level sensory and cognitive task components, but also transforms relevant information into action plans and motor execution.

Introduction
Birds are famous for their motor dexterity in a broad range of behaviors, ranging from flying and hunting to communicative displaying and singing. Some of these behaviors, such as nest building or plumage cleaning, involve sophisticated head-beak coordination. Birds such as crows even use elaborate head-beak movements to build and use tools (Weir et al., 2002; Bird and Emery, 2009). Such coordinated actions require acute senses (Iwaniuk and Wylie, 2020), but most of all delicate motor planning and motor execution capabilities (Davies and Green, 1994; Brecht et al., 2019). With the exception of birdsong research, a research area that resulted in detailed knowledge on the neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of song production (Eleman, 2014; Schmidt and Wild, 2014; Murphy et al., 2017; Kersten et al., 2021), and despite the solid understanding of the neuroanatomy of the avian motor system (Dubbeldam, 2000), the neurophysiological mechanisms of motor plans and actions are rarely explored in birds. This is particularly true for cognitively-controlled and intentional motor plans that in corvid songbirds are comparable to those found in primates (Kabadayi et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2019).

Actions are defined by a goal and a display of motor responses to attain that goal. The goal-directedness of actions requires the integration of sensory and cognitive input with motor output. A precondition for this type of sensorimotor
integration is a neural structure with connections that link the avian brain’s sensory and motor hierarchies. We hypothesized that the nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) would constitute such a sensorimotor link and encode the planning of head-beak motor acts in carrion crows. The NCL is a high-level associative end-brain region in birds, which, despite its distinct anatomy and evolution independent from mammals (Karten, 2015; Briscoe and Ragsdale, 2018), is often compared with the primate prefrontal cortex (PFC; Divac et al., 1985; Güntürkün, 2005). The NCL operates at the apex of the avian endbrain hierarchy and receives processed information from secondary sensory regions (Kröner and Güntürkün, 1999). Neurons in the NCL are known for their high-level sensory and cognitive coding properties. For instance, NCL neurons represent numerical quantity (Ditz and Nieder, 2015, 2016, 2020), encode sensory features in working memory (Veit et al., 2014; Rinnert et al., 2019), signal cross-temporal and cross-modal associations (Moll and Nieder, 2015; Veit et al., 2015), display value-related activity (Dykens et al., 2018), represent conscious sensory contents (Nieder et al., 2020) and code abstract behavioral principles (Veit and Nieder, 2013).

However, the NCL as a genuine sensorimotor hub is also known to send anatomic projections to dedicated motor structures in the avian brain (Kröner and Güntürkün, 1999) and therefore may also adopt premotor functions. This is reminiscent of the prefrontal to premotor cortex circuitry in primates. The premotor cortex combines sensory-instructional and action-related representations to guide voluntary movements (Wise et al., 1997; Hoshi and Tanji, 2000, 2006; Churchland and Shenoy, 2007; Thura and Cisek, 2014; Chandrasekaran et al., 2017). Neurons in the primate premotor cortex are modulated by sensory signals that cue motor responses to represent forthcoming action choices and represent abstract decision-related concepts before action choices are fully specified (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Nakayama et al., 2008). Even neurons in the basal ganglionicortical circuits are modulated by behavioral context such as cued versus self-timed movement initiation (Gdowski et al., 2001; Lee and Assad, 2003). We therefore hypothesized that the crow NCL may be an ideal candidate structure to transform sensory input into goal-directed motor commands. In the current study, we explored the neuronal correlates of the planning and execution of goal-directed head-beak reaching movements in carrion crows.

Materials and Methods

Animals

We used two male carrion crow (Corvus corone; one and two years old, respectively) from the institutes facility. Both crows were hand-raised and housed in social groups in indoor aviaries (Hoffmann et al., 2011). The crows were on a controlled feeding protocol during training and recording day. Body weight was measured daily. Food was given as reward during the experiment, or if necessary after. Water was provided ad libitum in the aviaries and during the experiments. All procedures were conducted according to the guidelines for animal experimentation and approved by the responsible national authorities, the Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, Germany.

Surgery and recordings

Surgery was performed under general anesthesia with a mixture of ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg). The crows were placed in a stereotaxic holder and craniotomy was performed to target the medial part of NCL (Sen et al., 2019) with coordinates 5 mm anterior-posterior and 13 mm medio-lateral in the left hemisphere. Two custom-build micro drives with four electrodes each (2 MΩ, Alpha Omega Co) were implanted at the craniotomy. In addition, a connector for the headstage and small holder for the reflector were implanted. Before each recording session while the crow was perched inside the chamber and waited for the start of the trials, electrodes were gradually advanced until good neuronal signal was detected on at least one channel. Neurons were not pre-selected for involvement in the task. Single neuron separation was done offline (Plexon Offline Sorter, version 2.6.2). For analysis of neuronal activity, we only considered neurons with at least 1-Hz average firing rate (to avoid statistical problems of 0-Hz entries during firing rate analysis), that were recorded for at least 20 trials for each side cue (n = 408).

Experimental setup

Experiments were conducted in a darkened operant conditioning chamber. The bird was perched in front of a touch screen (ART development MT1599-BS), that was used for stimulus presentation and to record behavioral responses. Food reward was delivered by a custom-built automated feeder below the touch screen. Food reward consisted of food pellets (Bao special, Vitakraft) and mealworms (Tenebrio molitor larvae). Additional feedback was provided by a lamp that illuminated the feeder opening whenever a reward was delivered after a correct trial. In addition, a loudspeaker (Lasmex S-03) located behind the touch screen played one sound for correct, and another sound for incorrect responses; these sounds thus provided positive and negative acoustic feedback, respectively. An infrared light barrier in front of the screen detected, when the bird was positioning its head in front of the screen. A CORTEX system (National Institute of Mental Health) was used to carry out the experiments and collect behavioral data. Neuronal data were recorded using a PLEXON system (Plexon Inc.).

Behavioral protocol

The birds were trained on a spatial delayed response protocol (Fig. 1A). A go-stimulus (white square, 3.3 × 3.3° visual angle) instructed the bird to move its head into the light barrier to start a trial. If the head was moved out of the light barrier before beginning of the response period, the trial was aborted. Each trial started with a 300-ms target cueing period, in which two gray frames (4.8 × 4.8° visual angle) introduced two possible target locations on the touchscreen. There were eight possible target locations, that were circularly arranged around the center of the screen (Fig. 1B). In each trial, the two possible target locations had the same vertical position, so that there was always one possible target location on the left and one on the right side of the screen. In the side planning period, a side cue appeared in the center of the screen, in addition to the possible target locations. The side cue instructed the bird to later perform a movement to either the left or right target location (Fig. 1C). The side cues for left and right differed in either their color (color cues, 0.2° × 0.2° visual angle), with a red square instructing the left side and blue square instructing the right side, or their shape (shape cues, 0.2 × 0.6° and 0.6 × 0.2° visual angle), with a horizontal bar instructing the left side and a vertical bar instructing the right side. These two different sets of side cues allowed us to disentangle the neuronal coding of sensory features of the side cues (colors and shapes) from the instructions themselves (left vs right). The onset of the response period was indicated by a vanishing of the central side cue. In order to force the crows to pay attention to the central side cue and to continuously maintain fixation during the planning period, the length of the planning period was randomly varied between 1 and 3 s. In addition, the crows were forced to respond as rapidly as possible and within 800 ms by pecking to the instructed target location in the subsequent response period. Correct and swift responses were rewarded with food and a “correct” sound, whereas responses after 800 ms or to the wrong target location resulted in abort of the trial with an “error” sound and without food reward. Importantly, the side cue and the target location information were continuously present during the planning period, so that there was no need to memorize the target location. At the same time, the variable length of the planning period and the short response window forced the crows to prepare the correct response beforehand.

In order to explore whether neuronal activity during the planning period was predictive of the crows’ responses, neutral cues were introduced in twenty percent of the trials (self-chosen target trials; Fig. 1A, bottom trial sequence). These ambiguous or neutral cues were
characterized by a sensory appearance that was in between the instructive side cues (such as gray squares instead of red and blue squares) and were therefore intentionally ambiguous in their instructive meaning. For such ambiguous cues, choices to either target location were rewarded randomly in 50% of the trials to prevent learning. Because of individual preferences in both birds, choices within a session were biased to a specific side. We therefore adapted the appearance of the neutral cue over time (by rendering it more similar to one of the learned side cues) to obtain balanced location choices.

For analysis of behavior, all error bars and error measures indicate SEM, that is the SD divided by the square root of the sample size. To test performance against chance level we performed a binomial test with 0.5 probability (i.e., 50% chance performance) on the average recording day performance.

Neuronal selectivity analyses

To analyze a neuron’s premotor selectivity during the planning period, we used the average spike rate during a 900-ms window, starting 100 ms after beginning of the planning period to account for response latencies in NCL neurons (Veit et al., 2014). Integration over a relatively long 900-ms window was chosen to calculate reliable directional selectivity and robust directional vectors, but also to have NCL data comparable to monkey PFC results (Takeda and Funahashi, 2002). During the planning period, the crow was instructed by one of four side cues (“side cue types”; Fig. 1C) to prepare a movement to either the left or right side of the screen. In addition to target side (left-right), the crow was additionally cued (by the targets) to prepare a movement to one of the eight target locations (target locations 1–8; Fig. 1B), each target location was either on the left or right side of the screen (target locations 1–4 on the right side, target locations 5–8 on the left side).

In order to analyze neuronal responses for selectivity for both side and location (a subgroup within side) with one analysis, we chose a nested ANOVA (or hierarchical ANOVA). The nested ANOVA is designed to be able analyze factors when these form subgroups within groups. In our design the factor location (as a subgroup) is nested within the factor side, meaning that each location is only found on one side (McDonald, 2014). Using the nested ANOVA allowed us to analyze selectivity to the three main factors “side cue,” “target side,” and “target location,” of which the main factor target location was embedded in the main factor target side. To account for the hierarchical relationship of target location within target side, we calculated a three-factorial nested ANOVA [factors target side, target location (nested within side), and side cue type]. A neuron was defined as “planning-selective” if it showed a significant ANOVA effect for the factors target side and/or target location (p < 0.05) and did not show an effect for the factor side cue type (p > 0.05). Selective neurons with only a selective factor target side were termed “side-selective,” while neurons with only a selective factor target location were termed “location-selective.” Neurons with both a selective factor target side and location were termed “side-and-location selective.”

To analyze selective activity during movement execution in the response period, we analyzed the average spike rate during a 350-ms window ending 50 ms before a peck on the screen. During movement execution, the crow performed an action to one of eight target locations (factor target location) on the left or right side of the screen (factor target side) in response to the rule cues (factor side cue type). In addition, a fourth factor “planning period length” was introduced to account for the variable lengths of the planning period (between 1 and 3 s). Based on these four factors, and to account for the hierarchical relationship of target side and location, we calculated a four-factorial nested ANOVA [factors target side, target location (nested within side), side cue type, and planning period length]. A neuron was defined as “execution-selective,” if it showed a significant effect for the factors target side and/or target location (p < 0.05) and did not show an effect for the factor side cue type of planning period length (p > 0.05). In the same way as for the planning-selectivity analysis, neurons with only a selective factor target side were termed side-selective, neurons with only a selective factor target location were termed location-selective, and neurons with both significant factors for target side and location were termed side-and-location selective.

We analyzed whether the identification of selective neurons was influenced by the different numbers of trials for each neuron. In the total population of reported neurons with sufficient trial numbers (n = 408 neurons), the number of trials recorded ranged from 82 to 565 trials per neuron (with an average of 272 trials per neuron). We split the neuron population into a subpopulation with “high number of trials” (recorded for >272 trials; n = 194) and a subpopulation with a “low number of trials” (recorded for <272 trials; n = 214). In the planning period, we found comparable numbers of 60 selective neurons in high number of trials group versus 57 selective neurons in low number of trials group (χ², 0.25).
In the execution period, the frequency of 92 selective neurons in the high number of trials group was slightly higher compared with the 66 selective neurons in the low number of trials group ($\chi^2, p < 0.05$). Thus, identification of selective neurons was not affected by trial sample size during the planning period, but during the execution period.

Calculating the preferred direction and side for single neurons

To compare the neuronal activity of side-selective neurons during instructed trials versus self-chosen trials, we compared the AUROC values for individual neurons during both conditions. The AUROC (area under the receiver operator characteristic) is a measure derived from signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966). The AUROC quantifies the overlap of two (firing rate) distributions for a specific neuron recorded during two different conditions. The AUROC value provides information about how well a neuron based on its firing rates can differentiate between two states/conditions. The AUROC can take on values from 0 to 1. A value of 0.5 indicates that the two firing rate distributions are completely overlapping and therefore the neuron is not differentiating between the two conditions. A value of 1 or 0 indicates complete segregation of the two firing rate distributions and thus optimal discriminability of two conditions based on the neurons’ responses.

In a first step, we calculated an AUROC value of preferred versus nonpreferred side during instructed trials for all side-selective planning-neurons ($n = 84$). The preferred side was defined by the preferred direction (in degrees) as the direction of the vector resulting from vector addition of all eight target location vectors. Examples of the preferred directions are displayed as arrows in Figure 2B,D. Hence, in this calculation of preferred direction, each target location obtained an equal vote, which resulted in a more fine-grained direction vector that factored in all target location vectors in contrast to a classical “winner takes all” calculation. In the classical winner takes all approach, the preferred direction would be defined as the direction of the target location vector with the highest firing rate. Both vector addition and winner-takes-all measures yielded similar results: we compared both measures by calculating a circular-circular-correlation for all planning-selective and execution-selective neurons (Berens, 2009) and found a significant correlation between both results ($p < 0.05$, $\rho_c = 0.40$; angular difference: mean = 6.9°, standard deviation (std) = 74.8°). The preferred location of a neuron was defined as the target location closest to the preferred direction of the neuron. The preferred side of a neuron was defined as the preferred direction vector discretized into left and right.

Area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve (AUROC) comparison of side-selective neurons in instructed and self-chosen target trials

To compare the neuronal activity of side-selective neurons during instructed trials versus self-chosen trials, we compared the AUROC values for individual neurons during both conditions. The AUROC value was calculated as follows: for each side-selective neuron, all AUROC values were above 0.5 by definition. Average firing rate during correct trials for each target location was used to create a vector with the length of the average firing rate (in Hertz) and the direction of the target location (in degrees). These eight target location vectors represent the average response strength of the neuron in trials with the respective target location. We defined the preferred direction (in degrees) as the direction of the vector resulting from vector addition of all eight target location vectors. Examples of the preferred directions are displayed as arrows in Figure 2B,D. Hence, in this calculation of preferred direction, each target location obtained an equal vote, which resulted in a more fine-grained direction vector that factored in all target location vectors in contrast to a classical “winner takes all” calculation. In the classical winner takes all approach, the preferred direction would be defined as the direction of the target location vector with the highest firing rate. Both vector addition and winner-takes-all measures yielded similar results: we compared both measures by calculating a circular-circular-correlation for all planning-selective and execution-selective neurons (Berens, 2009) and found a significant correlation between both results ($p < 0.05$, $\rho_c = 0.40$; angular difference: mean = 6.9°, standard deviation (std) = 74.8°). The preferred location of a neuron was defined as the target location closest to the preferred direction of the neuron. The preferred side of a neuron was defined as the preferred direction vector discretized into left and right.

AUROC analysis for error trials

We performed an AUROC analysis including both correct and error trials for all side-selective neurons during the planning period ($n = 84$), to investigate whether the encoding of the later target side was also present in error trials. Similar as done in Russ et al. (2008), we first calculated the AUROC value for each side-selective neuron over both correct and error
trials combined (trial types sorted by the side of the later response, e.g., correct trials with left side instructed and error trials with right side instructed were grouped into the same category). As in the previous AUROC analysis of self-chosen target trials, we calculated AUROC values of preferred versus non-preferred side and defined the preferred side during correct trials as reference distribution. This results per definition in AUROC values above 0.5 for all side-selective neurons, when using only correct trials. In a first step, we compared whether the AUROC values were also significantly above 0.5 when including both correct and error trials sorted by the later target side using a one-sided t test. In a second step, we calculated the AUROC values only using error trials sorted by the later target side for all side-selective planning neurons that were recorded for at least five error trials for each side (\(n = 17\)) and tested whether they were significantly above 0.5 (one-sided t test).

Support vector machine (SVM) prediction of target in self-chosen target trials

To assess whether the neuronal activity during planning in self-chosen target trials was predictive of the later chosen target, we used SVM classifier that we trained on instructed trials to predict the target in self-chosen target trials. This analysis was performed once for the prediction of target side and separately for the prediction of individual target locations. For prediction of target side, all neurons regardless of selectivity with at least five self-choices to each side and 40 instructed trials for each side entered the analysis (\(n = 248\)). For prediction of target location, all neurons regardless of selectivity with at least two self-choices to each target location and 10 instructed trials for each location entered the analysis (\(n = 104\)). Average firing rates of a 1000-ms window starting 100 ms after begin of the planning period were analyzed. Each classifier was trained on \(m\) randomly chosen instructed trials of each neuron for each side/location (\(m = 40\) for target side and \(m = 10\) for target location). During training of an SVM classifier, the classifier creates a population of pseudo-simultaneous recorded neurons and tries to create boundary vectors separating the to be classified groups with the largest margin. For prediction of target side or location in self-chosen target trials, we randomly drew a self-chosen target trial of each neuron for each group to create pseudo-population activity during self-chosen target trials. This process was repeated 100 times resulting in 100 self-chosen test trials for each side/location. The prediction performance was defined as average of correct predictions over the 100 self-chosen target trials. The process of training the classifier and prediction of test trials was repeated 100 times to account in differences in trial selection. To compare the results to chance level, we repeated the same analysis but trained the classifier with permuted trial labels resulting in a prediction performance under conditions without neuronal selectivity. Prediction performance was defined to be above chance level if the average was above the 95th percentile of performances derived with the permuted classifier. We used the LIBSVM library (version 3.23; Chang and Lin, 2011) with all parameters set to default for training of the classifier. The default kernel for creation of boundaries is a radial basis function, but we also obtained qualitatively similar results using a linear kernel.

SVM confusion matrix analysis

To investigate, how well the neuronal activity during instructed trials predicts individual target locations, we performed a cross-validation analysis using SVM classifier. In this analysis a SVM classifier was repeatedly trained on instructed trials to predict the target location of other instructed trials. Planning and execution period were analyzed separately. For the planning period, we analyzed a 1000-ms window starting 100 ms after beginning of the planning period, to account for visual latency. For the execution period, we analyzed neuronal activity in a 350-ms window ending 50 ms before the peck, accounting for the time of movement execution. All neurons, that were recorded for at least 30 trials for each target location entered this analysis (\(n = 175\); same population for planning and execution period). We performed a 5-fold cross-validation analysis on a classifier fed with 30 randomly chosen instructed trials of each target location for each neuron, resulting in 240 or 30 \(\times\) 8 data points. In a 5-fold cross-validation, the dataset is split up into five equal sized parts of data points. In the next step the classifier is trained on four parts (24 \(\times\) 8 trials of the total of 30 \(\times\) 8 trials) and tested on the remaining part (6 \(\times\) 8 trials). This process is repeated until all parts were predicted once. In this way cross-validation prevents an overestimation of classification performance, by ensuring that the data used for testing of the classifier is not used during its training. A confusion matrix was calculated by comparing the true label of a data point with the predicted label during cross-validation. The whole process was repeated 100 times to account for differences in trial selection. The average decoding performance was defined as the average percent correct predictions of the classifier over the repetitions. To compare the decoding performance to chance level, we calculated the average percent of correct predictions using shuffled prediction labels. We defined decoding performance to be significantly above chance level if the average decoding performance was above the 95th percentile of performances with shuffled labels. We used the LIBSVM library (version 3.23; Chang and Lin, 2011) with all parameters set to default for training of the classifier. The default kernel for creation of boundaries is a radial basis function, but we also obtained qualitatively similar results using a linear kernel.

Position selective population activity relative to preferred direction

To investigate the time course of population activity of selective neurons, we calculated the average response of all location-selective neurons relative to their preferred location in a sliding window. For this analysis, we calculated the preferred location of all neurons that were location-selective or side-and-location selective during the planning and/or execution period (\(n = 142\); not including side-selective neurons). The preferred location of a neuron was defined as the target location that was closest to the calculated preferred direction during motor planning. The baseline activity of a neuron was defined as the average firing rate across all correct trials in the 500-ms window before the target cueing period. For each neuron, we calculated the average firing rate in correct trials in which the instructed location coincided with the preferred location. We then calculated the average firing rate over trials in which the instructed location was one to four locations clockwise and counterclockwise next to the preferred location. Note that the location four steps clockwise from the preferred location is the same as the location four steps counterclockwise (8 locations in total). This average firing rate for preferred and neighboring locations was calculated in a sliding window of 200-ms width (value taken at center of window) and in steps of 1 ms. We subtracted the average baseline activity to compare the activity at each time point to the baseline activity of the neurons. Finally, this firing rate difference was averaged at each time point across all 142 location-selective neurons to generate a population response matrix. Neuronal activity during motor planning was analyzed in a 1400-ms window starting 400 ms before the rule cue onset (begin side planning period). This window accounts for the target cueing period and the first second of the side planning period. Neuronal activity during the motor execution period (Fig. 7B), was analyzed in an 800-ms window starting 500 ms before the peck on the screen was registered. This window accounts for the time of movement execution and reaches into the reward period. Both analysis matrices of the planning (Fig. 7A) and execution period (Fig. 7B) were aligned according to location preference in the planning phase.

Results

Behavior

Both birds performed the spatial delayed response task (Fig. 1A) above chance level for all recording days (\(n = 125\)). The average performance across all eight target locations was above 85% for both crows (crow W: 88.7 \(\pm\) 4.6%; crow V: 98.6 \(\pm\) 2.3%). The same high performance was observed for left-side and right-side targets separately (left side: 86.8 \(\pm\) 5.9% and 97.8 \(\pm\) 4.0%; right side: 90.8 \(\pm\) 3.9% and 99.6 \(\pm\) 0.8% for crow W and crow V, respectively; binomial test against equal distribution \(p < 0.05\); Fig. 1D). Performance for each type of side cue was similarly high (color cues: 89.9 \(\pm\) 5.5% and 98.9 \(\pm\) 1.8%; shape cues: 87.7 \(\pm\) 4.1% and 98.4 \(\pm\) 3.8% for crow W and crow V, respectively; binomial tests against equal distribution \(p < 0.05\); Fig.
preferred direction in the planning period \( (n = 117) \). More neurons preferred target locations on the right respec-
tive contralateral side (binomial test, \( p < 0.05 \)). \( B \), Performance of SVM classifiers for 5-fold cross-validation predicting location during planning. Left panel shows that the average decoding performance (solid line) is significantly higher than the
95th percentile of performances acquired using permuted data. Right panel shows accuracy for the prediction of individual locations as a confusion matrix. Each field represents the respective percent of predictions of the classifier for each true target label. 

To quantify the involvement of NCL neurons in encoding of target side or location, we used analyses of variance [three-factorial nested ANOVA with factors target side (left or right), target location (eight locations), and side cue type (color or shape)]. Average firing rates per neuron were analyzed in a 900-ms interval starting 100 ms after side cue onset (Fig. 2A,C). We selected those 28.7% \( (117/408) \) exclusively “planning-selective neurons” that were selective either to the target side, the target location, or both \( (p < 0.05 \) for factor side and/or location), but showed no selectivity to the type of the side cue \( (p > 0.05 \) for factor side cue type). Most \( (61/117) \) of these planning-selective neu-
rons were only modulated by the target side and not individual target locations (similar to the neuron in Fig. 2A,B). 

Neuronal data 

Single neurons in NCL encode target side and/or location during planning 

We recorded the activity of 408 single neurons in the left NCL while the two crows performed the task (239 neurons in crow W, 169 neurons in crow V). The activity of neurons was modulated either categorically as a function of target side (left vs right), or more selective as a function of individual target locations. 

The example neuron in Figure 2A categorically increased its activity in trials in which a target location was on the left side, the preferred side of the neuron (Fig. 2A, left panel). The categorical increase of activity to left-side targets was present regardless of the side cue type (color vs bar orientation) that instructed the target side (Fig. 2A, center panel). Moreover, this neuron did not discriminate between individual target locations within the left or right side (Fig. 2A, right panel). The neuron’s firing rates are virtually identical for all positions on the left side and systemati-
cally higher compared with the right side when neuronal activity is averaged over the shortest planning interval (the first second after side cue onset; Fig. 2B, polar plot). This neuron was therefore encoding the categorical side of the planned response. 

Figure 2C shows a different example neuron. Its activity was higher during the planning period for right-side targets (Fig. 2C, left panel). In addition, this neuron was not differentiating between the type of side cue that instruct a side (Fig. 2C, center panel), indicating that it is not encoding the visual features of the side cue. In contrast to the first example neuron (Fig. 2A,B); however, this neuron shows differential activity for individual target locations (Fig. 2D, locations 2 and 3) on the preferred, right side. This neuron therefore differentiated not only between left and right sides, but in addition had a preference for specific target locations.
confusion matrix (Fig. 3B, right panel), target locations within the right side (locations 1–4) and target locations within the left side (locations 5–8) were more often confused than those across both sides. This is in agreement with the previous finding that most of the neurons encoded the instructed prospective left or right side; it confirms the categorical motor plan reflected in the neuronal discharges. Second, the classifier performance also resulted in a diagonal of increased accuracy values where the predicted labels matched the eight true location labels; this result is consistent with the presence of location-selective neurons. The diagonal was stronger for the first four target locations compared with the last four (Fig. 3B, right panel). This is equivalent to a lower decoding performance for target locations on the left side (target locations 5–8) compared with target locations on the right side (target locations 1–4). The higher decoding performance for targets on the right side is in agreement with the larger number of selective neurons for that side during the planning period (compare Fig. 3A). Overall, these findings indicate that neuronal population activity during motor planning represented both the target side and specific target locations within a side.

Neuronal planning activity predicts self-chosen impending targets

To find out whether the firing of neurons during the planning period had any predictive value for the crows’ subsequent side choice, we explored the relationship of neuronal activity with behavior during trials with a neutral cue (self-chosen target trials). Since the neutral cue was not associated with a target side, the crows needed to plan a movement to a self-chosen target. We hypothesized that planning-related neurons would predict the self-chosen target side by showing premotor firing rates that would concur with choices instructed by the two sets of learnt left versus right side cues.

Inspection of single neuron activity suggested that planning-selective neurons indeed predicted the upcoming target side. The side-selective example neuron in Figure 4A showed an increased firing rate for instructed trials in which the right side was cued. The same neuronal left-versus-right selectivity was seen in self-chosen target trials: firing rates were high when the crow chose the right side, but low whenever it chose the left side in the presence of a neutral cue. The corresponding polar plot in Figure 4B shows that the neuronal activity to each of the eight locations was very similar for trials with instructed and self-chosen targets. This indicated that neuronal selectivity under uncertainty was predictive of the later target side.

To quantify the side predictive power of all selective neurons, we applied signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966) and measured the AUROC. The AUROC value quantifies the difference between two distributions of firing rates, in our case the firing rate distributions that occurred while the crows planned to subsequently chose the left-side or right-side target. In other words, the AUROC is a measure of neuronal discriminability. AUROC values of 0.5 signal total overlap of the distributions and therefore no discriminability; values higher than 0.5 up to 1 signal increasing discriminability. These AUROC values were derived and compared for instructed and self-chosen target trials. Per definition, AUROC values of neurons with side-selectivity were higher than 0.5 for instructed trials (mean of 0.62, \( n = 84 \); Fig. 4C). For self-chosen target trials, values higher than 0.5 indicate a preference for the same side as in instructed trials, whereas values lower than 0.5 indicate a change in preference. The mean AUROC for self-chosen target trials (mean of 0.55, \( n = 35 \)) was significantly higher than 0.5 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( p < 0.05 \)). This
analysis shows that neurons exhibit the same kind of target side selectivity in both instructed and self-chosen target trials and are thus predictive of the crows’ behavioral choice.

To explore choice-information of the entire population of neurons, we used a SVM classifier. If the selective activity in the planning period was related to the subsequent target side/location, activity between instructed and self-chosen target trials is expected to be similar, thus allowing an ideal observer to predict the choice in self-chosen target trials on basis of the neuronal activity. We trained an SVM classifier on the neuronal population activity of instructed trials and used the classifier to predict the self-chosen target side or location in the self-chosen condition. Figure 4D shows the prediction performance for target side in self-chosen target trials. The classifier was able to predict the subsequently chosen target side significantly above chance level (i.e., average above the 95th percentile of permuted data). Moreover, the prediction of individual target locations in self-chosen target trials was also significantly higher than chance (Fig. 4E). This analysis shows that neuronal population activity during self-chosen target trials reliably predicted target side and location.

Planning activity during error trials predicts actual target side
To assess whether the side-selective activity in the planning period predicted the actually chosen side in error trials, we calculated an AUROC value for all side-selective neurons in the planning period ($n = 84$). We used both correct and error trials sorted according to the later response side. The average AUROC over the population of side-selective neurons during correct and error trials was significantly above 0.5 (mean AUROC: 0.62; $p < 0.05$ one-sided t test). In a next step, we calculated the AUROC values using only error trials for all side-selective planning neurons that were recorded for at least five error trials per side ($n = 17$). The average AUROC value for the analyzed population of neurons was 0.55 and significantly higher than 0.5 ($p < 0.05$ one-sided t test). These results indicate that side-selective neurons during the planning period encode the planned response side regardless of the side instructed by the rule cues.

Neurons encode target location during movement execution
The activity of single neurons was modulated by target side and location not only during the planning phase, but also around the time of movement execution in the execution period. Figure 5A shows the activity of an example neuron before and after a peck on the screen was registered. After offset of the rule cue (constituting the go signal), and before the crow’s peck on target locations 7 and 8, this neuron vigorously increases its firing rate. Except for a slight increase for pecks on target location 6, there was virtually no increase in firing rate during this period for all other target locations. Hence, this neuron was only active during the execution of head movements toward specific target locations in the execution period.

To investigate selective activity during movement execution in the execution period on population level, we performed analyses of variance (four-factorial nested ANOVA with factors target side, target location, side cue type, and planning period length) while the crow was executing the planned movement. Analysis was performed on a 350-ms window ending 50 ms before a peck on the screen, accounting for the time when the bird was actively executing the movement and before the peck on the screen. Neurons with a significant factor for side cue type or planning
period length were not considered exclusively execution-selective neurons because these neurons were encoding visual side cue features or exhibited timing related activity. Nearly 40% of all recorded neurons (38.7% or 158/408), termed “execution-selective neurons,” were modulated by the target location or the target side during movement execution in the execution period ($p < 0.05$ for factors side and/or position, $p > 0.05$ for factor side cue type and planning period length). The number of selective neurons were about evenly distributed between neurons selective for only the factor target side (49/158 “side-selective neurons”), only the factor target location (53/158 “location-selective neurons”), or both target side and location (56/158 side-and-location selective neurons). During motor execution, 30/408 neurons were affected by visual features ($p < 0.05$ for factor rule cue type), and 36/408 neurons were affected by the factor planning time ($p < 0.05$ for factor planning period length), and 174/408 neurons were not selective for any factor.

We next calculated the preferred direction for all execution-selective neurons (158/408) in the same way as for the planning period by deriving individual directional vectors. The preferred directions for all execution-selective neurons can be seen in Figure 5B. In contrast to the findings for planning-selective neurons, execution-selective neurons were evenly tuned to both sides, without hemispheric lateralization (73/158 or 46% preferring target locations on the right side; binomial test against equal distribution $p > 0.05$).

In line with the analysis in the planning period, we trained a SVM classifier to predict the target location based on the neuronal population activity during movement execution. The classifier was able to predict the movement target significantly above chance with an average accuracy of $>$70% and therefore higher than the 95th percentile of decoding accuracies obtained with shuffled data (95th accuracy percentile of shuffled data were around 20%).

We also calculated a confusion matrix for the classifier performance for the execution period (Fig. 5C). Here, we found a strong diagonal of high prediction proportions, that is in coherence with the high overall decoding performance. Focusing on the misclassifications, most errors occur to neighboring target locations, regardless of their side. This indicates a representation of precise individual target locations during the movement execution.

Comparison of tuning during motor planning and motor execution

A subpopulation of neurons was selective in both the planning and execution period ($n = 50$). To evaluate whether the encoded locations were correlated, we calculated a circular-circular correlation between the preferred directions of these neurons (Berens, 2009). Neurons with selective activity in planning and execution period showed a significant correlation of their preferred directions ($p < 0.05$, $\rho_{cc} = 0.31$; angular difference: mean = 39.1°, std = 73.4°).

We noticed that these planning-selective and execution-selective neurons tended to be tuned more precisely to single target locations during movement execution. Figure 6A shows one example neuron with its response profile during the planning period (left polar plot) and during movement execution in the execution period (right polar plot). While this example neuron shows selective activity for target locations around target location 1 during both periods, the tuning is distinctly more sharply during movement execution.

We wanted to analyze whether this effect of sharper tuning during movement execution was a general effect in our population of selective neurons. As a measure for the tuning sharpness of neurons, we calculated the Kappa $\kappa$ of a von Mises distribution for all neurons selective in the planning and/or execution period (Berens, 2009). A von Mises distribution is the circular equivalent of a Gaussian distribution, with Kappa $\kappa$ as an inverse equivalent for the SD $\sigma$. While large values of $\kappa$ indicate sharp tuning to distinct locations, a low $\kappa$ indicates broad tuning.

First, we compared the neurons selective in both planning and execution period (Fig. 6B) and found that $\kappa$ was significantly larger during movement executions ($n = 50$; Wilcoxon signed-rank test $p < 0.05$). Also, in the remaining population of neurons selective during either planning or execution period, $\kappa$ was significantly larger in the population of neurons selective in the execution period ($n = 67$ for planning and $n = 108$ for execution period; Mann-Whitney U test $p < 0.05$; Fig. 6C). These analyses show that neurons that are selective during planning and execution and selective neurons in general are tuned more sharply during the execution period.

Time course of location preference throughout a trial

To visualize the emergence of population activity of location-selective neurons over the time course of a trial, we calculated the sliding average firing rates (relative to baseline) to the
preferred and neighboring non-preferred locations of all location-selective neurons (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Fig. 7). At the beginning of a trial when the two potential targets were displayed during the target cueing period (Fig. 7A, negative time values), an increase in activity to all target locations was seen, but with an emphasis on the subsequent preferred location during planning. Once the side cue was shown (at 0 ms in Fig. 7A), the firing rate increased in trials in which the preferred and, to a lesser extent, next-to-preferred locations were instructed. In contrast, firing rate was suppressed below baseline in trials in which the preferred and instructed location were opposed. This pattern of activation was maintained throughout the analyzed period of the planning phase. Once the crow was prompted to execute a head-beak movement to the chosen target (Fig. 7B), an overall increase in discharges to all locations is seen. Nevertheless, discharges increased earlier and stronger if the motor target location and the preferred location coincided. Overall, an increase of spatial selectivity specifically during motor planning in comparison to the mere presentation of potential targets at trial start, and the execution of a movement toward a location at trial end was seen (Fig. 7).

Discussion

In the present study, we provide evidence for motor planning and motor execution activity in neurons of the corvid NCL. Neuronal activity in the planning period was behaviorally relevant and predicted the crows’ upcoming choices. This neuronal code experienced a specification and sharpening during the transition from the planning to the execution periods. Below, we discuss the neuronal representations of head-beak actions as they progress from the planning to the execution stage.

NCL activity during planning encodes the motor plan

In the planning period, more than a fourth of the recorded NCL neurons prospectively encoded the future target side and/or one of the eight possible target locations. We ensured that these neurons were abstractly tuned to intended movement directions by excluding all neurons that showed visual selectivity to different types of side cues. We also excluded potential working memory activity by continuously presenting the two potential target locations and the side cue during the planning period: there was no need for the crows to memorize task factors throughout a trial. At the same time, the protocol forced the crows to prepare the head-beak movement right from the start of the planning period: the variable duration of the planning period in combination with a short response time window required crows to maintain gaze to the side cue in the center of the screen. Only by focusing on the central side cue, the crows were able to execute the movement as swiftly as possible once it was turned off as a go signal.

About half of the planning-selective neurons were categorically responsive to either the left or right side on which the subsequently correct target was located. At the population level, this allowed a classifier to predict the side of the thereafter chosen targets with high accuracy. Importantly, single neurons reliably predicted the prospective movement when the crows were confronted with neutral side cues during self-chosen target trials in which the crows needed to choose a target location. In this situation, the discharges of the population of selective neurons allowed a binary ROC classifier to predict the prospective target side, and an SVM classifier to correctly predict individual future target side and locations. The behavioral relevance of side-selective neurons was additionally confirmed by an analysis of error trials, it showed that the neurons encoded the later chosen target side also during error trials.

Given that NCL neurons encode behavioral rules (Veit and Nieder, 2013), we cannot exclude that such categorical left-versus-right planning activity may partly be because of a coding of the side rule. However, rule-selectivity cannot account for the response pattern of the other half of the selective neurons that were more specifically tuned to individual prospective target locations within a side. In addition, we found the majority of neurons preferring target locations contralateral to the recorded hemisphere, which is not to reconcile with a balanced representation of two equally important side rules. We therefore conclude that the responses of selective neurons during the planning period encoded the impending head-beak movement of the crows.

Motor planning activity has previously been suggested in the NCL of pigeons. When pigeons were trained in a visual categorization task to prepare movements to a left or a right pecking key in response to the grayscale value of a sample stimulus, NCL neuron activity was related to the subsequently chosen key side (Lengersdorf et al., 2014a). The authors interpreted this as neurons conveying a motor plan to the left or right (Lengersdorf et
However, alternative explanations related to sensory information cannot be ruled out. Since the pigeons’ task was to always respond to the right choice key for dark stimuli, and to respond to the left choice key for bright stimuli, the observed activity might rather reflect the sample brightness or luminance categories. This potential confound was avoided in our study with crows by applying two sets of side cues that differed in appearance (color vs orientation) and excluding neurons responsive to cue appearance. Moreover, the involvement of NCL in the motor domain was also suggested by lesioning studies in pigeons. Several studies found an impairment in the execution of learned behavior after inactivation of NCL (Helduser and Güntürkün, 2012; Helduser et al., 2013; Lengersdorf et al., 2014b). However, since inactivation of the NCL likely blocks a multitude of task functions necessary to perform conditioned tasks (such as sensory and working memory functions), it is difficult to relate the observed performance disruptions to specific (pre)motor functions.

The current results in crows extend the apparent functional similarity between the convergently evolved avian NCL and the primate PFC into the premotor domain (Divac et al., 1985; Güntürkün, 2005; Nieder, 2017). Neurons in the primate PFC are well known to encode planned movements. This has been reported for different effector organs. For instance, PFC neurons encode the directions and target locations of intended eye (Asaad et al., 1998; Hasegawa et al., 1998; Markowitz et al., 2015) or limb movements (Niki and Watanabe, 1976; Saito et al., 2005; Yamagata et al., 2012), as well as the preparation of volitional vocalizations (Hage and Nieder, 2015, 2016; Gavrilov et al., 2017).

Encoding of action execution

While the bird was executing the head-beak movement toward one of the eight possible target locations, nearly 40% of all recorded neurons were tuned to movement direction. This large proportion of selective neurons allowed a classifier to predict the target location of the movement with a performance of >70%. In contrast to the planning period, all possible movement directions were evenly represented without a bias for a specific side. A similar uniform distribution of neuronal response vectors was reported in crows during a visual search task (Veit et al., 2017a). Overall, the high tuning resolution of movement directions in single cells and the large proportion of selective neurons suggest an important role of NCL also in encoding of head-beak movement directions.

We detected an interesting representational transformation during the transition from the planning to the execution period. While neurons represented the instructed side and were broadly tuned to impending target locations, the spatial tuning preference remained unchanged during movement execution period but became more precise and narrow. Remarkably, this effect was also present in individual neurons that were movement-selective in both planning and execution periods and maintained their overall directional tuning vector. In contrast, this argues for the activation of a neuronal mechanism that sharpens tuning in individual neurons with progression from the planning to the execution stage.

The observed neuronal activity during motor execution is again reminiscent of the function of the primate PFC. PFC neurons also encode movement direction around the time of execution. For example, in monkeys trained on a rotatory oculo-motor-delayed response task, a quarter of the recorded PFC neurons encoded the saccade direction either immediately before or after the saccade (Takeda and Funahashi, 2002). Similar results of PFC neurons encoding the saccade direction around time of execution were also reported in other studies (Funahashi et al., 1991; Asaad et al., 1998; Hasegawa et al., 1998).

Dynamical spatial selectivity changes with task phases

Our results in crows show that the avian NCL is not only involved in representing high-level sensory and cognitive task components. NCL activity also helps to transform behaviorally-relevant information into motor plans and motor execution.

The emergence of neuronal signals throughout a trial suggests that NCL neurons simultaneously encode multiple movement options as long as the crow was not yet committed to a specific planned movement (i.e., before the side cue) or the execution thereof (i.e., when the response is performed). When the side cue was shown, the corresponding directional signal to the preferred location increase whereas the signal in trials with other locations became suppressed. This finding is reminiscent of the activity of monkey premotor cortex neurons that show an equivalent response pattern (albeit in a slightly different task design; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005). The complementary findings in the avian brain suggest that the options for a forthcoming movement (motor decision) are encoded as potential actions that become resolved via competition between them in higher associative vertebrate brain areas (Cisek and Kalaska, 2010).

The lack of a clear distinction between motor planning and the actual motor execution mirrors findings in premotor areas of primates (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Wise et al., 1997; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Hoshi and Tanji, 2007). Even more, we observed both planning and execution processes in the activity of individual neurons, whose representations change from choosing abstract side information to executing head-beak-related movement parameters. Such a temporal switching of single neurons between decision-related processes in choice tasks and subsequent movement related activity has also been observed in premotor areas of monkeys (Shen and Alexander, 1997; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000; Wallis and Miller, 2003; Romo et al., 2004; Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Hoshi and Tanji, 2007; Klæs et al., 2011).

Both in the bird and mammal telencephalon, neurons in motor-related areas encode information about a stimulus, cognitive factors associated with the task, and subsequently motor variables (Wallis and Miller, 2003; Valentini et al., 2012; Veit and Nieder, 2013; Veit et al., 2017b). Such functional heterogeneity at the level of single neurons in the independently and anatomically-distinctly evolved nidopallium of birds and cerebral cortex of mammals, may indicate that a separate action module does not exist in the vertebrate endbrain; if it exists, then it seems to be closely entwined with perceptual and cognitive processes (Lebedev and Wise, 2002; Cisek and Kalaska, 2010).
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